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Within this multi-media instant download home study package, you will receive
everything you will need to easily, rapidly and effectively become a confident and
competent diploma-bearing licensed master practitioner of Royle's unique one
session hypnotherapy and NLP treatment approach called "Complete Mind
Therapy" or CMT for short.

Since the mid 90's, this technique has been honed to perfection and is now used
by therapists worldwide. Their clients achieve amazing life-changing results on a
daily basis.

This technique has successfully been used on most every kind of client with most
every habit, addiction, fear, phobia and, indeed, every other issue you can
possibly think of from A through to Z. Amazingly, it happens in a single approx 60
minutes treatment session.

You will discover how to use CMT with clients who want to tell you all about their
problems. Perhaps more importantly, you will be taught how to use it in a
completely CONTENT FREE MANNER. The client fills in certain blanks for
themselves along the way and ultimately makes the session completely specific,
personal, relevant and powerful to them. You never need to know anything about
what their issue used to be.

Through a combination of video, audio and written training materials and
resources, you will soon be able to master this extremely powerful therapy
modality. This allows you to gain access (at no extra cost) to your professional
diplomas and certification in "Complete Mind Therapy".

You will also gain access to various professionally designed logos, which you can
use in your advertising to show that you are a licensed practitioner of Complete
Mind Therapy. These also prove that you are a lifetime member (no yearly fees)
of The Association of Complete Mind Therapists (ACMT), which indeed you
can become when you have downloaded this package.
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Arguably this is the most powerful mind therapy approach ever released to
hypnotherapists, NLP'ers and related mind coaches. Truly, no prior experience is
necessary, as all the information you will ever need to get started (including a
written business plan to make big profits from smoking cessation and
weight loss clients) is included within this download package.

Download this multi-media package to begin your home study.
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